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A corrigendum on

Editorial: Explainable artificial intelligencemodels andmethods in finance

and healthcare

by Ca�o, B. S., D’Asaro, F. A., Garcez, A., and Ra�netti, E. (2022). Front. Artif. Intell. 5:970246.

doi: 10.3389/frai.2022.970246

In the published article, there was an error in the Acknowledgments statement. The

mistake was related to the part referring to the ER acknowledgments, and more precisely

in the Grant Agreement No. of the European xAIM (eXplainable Artificial Intelligence in

healthcare Management), which was incorrectly written as INEA/CEF/ICT/A2020/2265375.

The correct Acknowledgments statement appears below:

Acknowledgments

The editors of the special issue would like to thank the Frontiers editorial staff, the

authors for their precious contributions to the special issue and the reviewers for their timely

review work. ER acknowledges support from the European xAIM (eXplainable Artificial

Intelligence in healthcare Management) project supported by the CEF Telecom under Grant

Agreement No. INEA/CEF/ICT/A2020/2276680.

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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